NOTES:
- For longest service all wood posts and sides of manger (planks) should be pressure-treated with preservative.
- Some pressure-treated posts & lumber use preservatives that EPA does not allow in contact with feed. In such cases, plywood or plastic should be used as a liner.
- Check supplier or labels for guidance.
- All bolts shown are machine bolts with washers unless otherwise noted.
- Length of building may be varied in units of 7 feet.

HEIGHT OF BUILDING IS VARIABLE, BUT NOT TO EXCEED A MAXIMUM OF 11 FEET AS INDICATED.

PASTER PULLING TO EACH TREES WITH TWO 10D TORNAILS AND AT LAPS WITH 8X 10D NAILS.

THIS STRUCTURE IS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR USE IN AREAS WHERE THE SNOW LOAD DOES NOT EXCEED 20 LBS. PER SQ. FT.
- AND WIND DOES NOT EXCEED 75 MILES PER HOUR.

THIS FEEDER IS INTENDED TO BE FILLED BY AUGER, RECIPROCATING CONVEYOR OR CARRIER.